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Letter from the Chair
Dear Friend of Annex Cat Rescue,
Annex Cat Rescue (ACR) was formed in 1997
when a small group of residents in the Annex
neighbourhood of Toronto joined forces to help a
colony of feral cats. Seventeen years later, ACR has
grown to over 300 active volunteers and we are
rescuing cats throughout the city of Toronto. Never
has our work been so vital!
After years of largely unchecked reproduction,
Toronto has been confronted with a massive
population of feral cats. It is estimated that as
many as 100,000 cats are homeless and living on
the street. Life for street cats is a harsh struggle to
survive -- starvation, disease, abuse and attacks
from predators are just some of the hardships they
encounter. Many contract Feline Immunodeficiency
Virus (FIV) from fighting with other cats and
thousands are euthanized each year.
As a result of this crisis, the Toronto Feral Cats TNR
Coalition was formed in 2010 to promote trapneuter-return (TNR) of feral cats and on October
16, 2013, the City of Toronto proclaimed Feral
Cat Awareness Day. ACR is a proud member of
the coalition along with nine other animal welfare
organizations. Here are just a few examples of
the truly remarkable work being done by these
organizations:
• The Toronto Feral Cat Project offers
regular workshops on TNR and colony care
management
• Toronto Animal Services and the Toronto
Humane Society offer low cost spay/neuter
clinics for owned cats and free spay/neuter for
feral cats
• Toronto Street Cats offers free spay/neuter
clinics for feral cats.
In addition, special time-limited spay/neuter
campaigns have been very successful in helping to
stem the tide of unchecked reproduction in targeted
areas. Toronto Street Cats used a generous grant
from PetSmart Charities to spay and neuter 644
cats from the Regent Park area of Toronto, without
any cost to citizens.
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Following this model, ACR used a grant from the
Build-A-Bear Workshop Bear Hugs Foundation to
spay and neuter 90 free-roaming cats from the
Alexandra Park neighbourhood of Toronto (which
includes the Atkinson Co-op). See the section
on the “Co-op Cats Spay-Neuter Campaign” for
more details on this initiative.
Toronto needs more campaigns like these in
order to help the pockets of our city where
unchecked cat reproduction is still occurring.
Spaying and neutering as many cats as we
can will reduce the number of homeless cats,
thereby improving our communities for both the
existing cats and human residents.
As I write this, we are at the height of
kitten season. ACR’s foster volunteers are
overwhelmed as they try to respond to all the
requests pouring in for help with kittens. Clearly,
there is still a great deal of work that needs to be
done. However, ACR, along with our partners in
the Toronto Feral Cat TNR Coalition, are making
strides toward the day when all cats have a
loving forever home and everybody in Toronto
has their cats spayed or neutered. I hope that in
the near future, kitten season will barely register,
street cats will be a thing of the past and all cats
in this city will be considered precious.
Sincerely,

Marianne Premuzic
Chair, Board of Directors
Annex Cat Rescue
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The plight of homeless cats in the Greater Toronto Area is a
growing one in search of a compassionate solution.
Annex Cat Rescue is a 100% volunteer charity which deals
with this problem in the following five ways:

Improving Toronto's
neighbourhoods and
engaging community
cooperation by running
localized spay/neuter
campaigns.

Humanely trapping
homeless kittens and
abandoned or stray
adult cats for placement
in our foster and
adoption program.

Feeding and
providing medical
care for feral
cats in
designated
colonies.

Educating the
public on the
compassionate
treatment of
homeless cats and
responsible pet
ownership.

Curbing population
growth in those colonies
through trapping,
spaying/neutering, and
vaccinating.
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Our Programs
Currently, there are approximately 300 volunteers working with ACR in a wide variety of roles. These volunteers
include foster homes, adoption screeners, colony caretakers, feral cat trappers, TNR recovery homes,
photographers, event volunteers, fundraisers, craft makers, drivers, administrators and more. Each volunteer is
crucial to ACR’s success. ACR operates without a shelter. Thanks to the generosity of our volunteers and donors,
ACR creates happier, healthier environments for our most vulnerable cats and smoother transitions into their forever
families. With this system we can allocate 90% of our funds directly to the cats in our care.

Feral Colony Care
“Feral” cats are the free-roaming, wild offspring
of domestic cats that have been abandoned or
lost. Feral cats may have been wild for several
generations and they tend to live in colonies
throughout the city in back alleys, parks, garages
or wherever they can find shelter and food.
ACR believes that all cats deserve humane
and compassionate care. Our feral colony care
teams, including feeders and trappers, provide
care to the feral cat colonies - feeding them,
trapping them and arranging spaying/neutering.
These volunteers also monitor colonies and
arrange veterinary care for any injured or ill cats.
ACR has a strict no-kill policy and only euthanizes
cats on purely compassionate grounds.

Foster Homes
Annex Cat Rescue does not operate a shelter.
Instead, all our cats are provided homes within our
network of volunteer foster homes. This process
prevents the behavioural problems that develop
when cats are caged for long periods of time. Our
foster home strategy also prevents the spread
of infectious diseases. While in the foster home
environment, cats’ temperaments are analyzed to
ensure that cats are adopted into the most suitable
forever homes. Through home visits, prospective
adopters can interact directly with our cats in a
setting similar to their own homes. This foster care
strategy is how ACR is truly “cat adoption with
a difference.” In the seventeen years since our
founding, ACR has placed over 2,700 cats and
kittens in screened, permanent, loving homes!
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TNR Program
Since a female cat can have two or three litters each year,
she can exponentially produce thousands of offspring in
a short time. Many of these kittens will perish through
starvation, freezing, and attacks by humans and predators.
ACR intervenes in this tragic cycle of suffering through our
Trap-Neuter/Spay Return (TNR) program. Thanks to our the
generosity of our volunteers and donors, ACR manages many
colonies across the city of Toronto. ACR is also a member of
the Toronto Feral Cat TNR Coalition whose members work
together to TNR feral cats throughout the city, to manage
the Feral Cat Recovery Centre and to establish free spay/
neuter clinics for ferals. These clinics offer free sterilization,
vaccinations and deworming to feral cats that are being
returned to managed colonies. Since September 2010,
thousands of feral cats have been sterilized, thanks to the
efforts of the Coalition.
Annex Cat Rescue’s funds are raised by our volunteers
through donations, grants, adoption fees, membership fees,
events, and craft sales. Our foster homes generously cover
the food, litter and toy expenses for the cats that are in their
care. Our volunteer Colony Caretakers pay for the majority of
the food they provide to the ACR-managed feral cat colonies.
Occasionally, ACR gratefully receives donations of cat food
and other items from local clinics, retail stores and pet food
companies. This food is distributed throughout the feral
feeding program and foster homes. Thanks to the generosity
of our volunteers and local businesses, ACR is able to
continue to provide compassionate care for feral cats across
Toronto.

Feral-Stray “Info-Line”
The feral-stray “info-line” offered by
ACR (accessible by emailing ferals@
annexcatrescue.ca) is an invaluable service
that indirectly helped over 100 cats in 2013.
ACR is contacted everyday by members of the
public who would like advice and assistance
in helping stray and/or feral cats in their
neighbourhood. Inquiries of this nature
concern cats that have been abandoned,
neglected or have lived their entire lives on
the street. As such, these cats are often
those in the greatest need of food, shelter
and/or veterinary care. ACR is dedicated
to helping these kitties by offering ongoing
support and information to any person who
contacts us with such cat-related concerns.
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History
Annex Cat Rescue was founded in 1997 when
several residents of “The Annex” neighbourhood,
located in downtown Toronto, joined together to
CATOver
RESCUE
care for a local ANNEX
feral cat colony.
the years,
• VOLUNTEER
• DONATE
ACR’s serviceADOPT
area, both
for cats and
volunteers,
has spread to extend
across the city and
www.annexcatrescue.ca
throughout the Greater416-410-3835
Toronto Area.
In 1999, the Canada Revenue Agency granted
ACR charity status (charity registration
#871653945 RR 0001). A Board of Directors was
elected and a philosophy was formalized through
our constitution, by-laws and guidelines.

Future
As we complete our 17th year, ACR continues
to provide compassionate cat rescue work in
Toronto, with fundraising as a key priority. We
have the dedication of a network of volunteers,
and thanks to the generosity of our donors and
supporters we are working to improve the lives of
cats in our city.
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By the Numbers

96 ����n�

Annex Cat Rescue works with the Toronto Humane
Society to place highly adoptable cats and kittens
through shelters. Older cats, cats who are ill, or cats who
need to be re-socialized benefit from the lower stress
environment of a foster home.

218
cats & kittens
fostered

93
kittens

64
adults

1�2 a��lt�

157
cats

46
cats adopted

in pairs
(i.e., 23 pairs)

7

adopted

40

cats in foster care who received
socialization training to help them
get adopted.

Average age of
cats in foster
care

Returned Adoptions
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In order to focus on making room for cats who would benefit most from foster homes, in 2013 ACR began redirecting
more kittens and young cats to the Toronto Humane Society where they could be adopted more quickly.

Year

Adopted

Returned

Adopted
by foster
home

2013

157

7

20

137

111

46

64

93

2012

213

4

19

194

133

80

66

147

2011

210

10

22

188

132

78

*

*

2010

106

5

9

97

86

20

*

*

Adopted by
other

Adopted
alone

Adopted in
pairs

Adult

Kitten

24

90

137

cats
trap-neuter-returned
(TNR'd)

cats who received
spay-neuter through
ACR’s Co-op Cats
Campaign

cats ACR provided
with other veterinary
care

44

73

100+

cats provided with
Toronto Humane
Society intakes
facilitated by ACR
(all have since been
adopted!)**

feral cats fed daily on
ACR feeding routes
(fed on a daily basis
along ACR's feeding
routes in 2013.)***

cats helped through
our feral-stray service

*Figure not available
**Note that intakes to the Toronto Humane Society were not tracked prior to September 2013; ACR began tracking intakes
following the Co-op Cats Campaign.
***Approximate figure. This number only includes “regulars.” There are many more cats that are fed “irregularly,” but since ACR
volunteers do not see them all the time, they were not counted.
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Breakdown by colony:*
South-Riverdale
Colony
Richmond
Colony

Colony

Kensington
Colony
Danforth-Chester
Colony
Chinatown
Colony
Ossington-Bloor
Colony
Christie-Bloor
Colony
Bathurst-College
Colony
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

15

Number of cats

*The Ossington-Harbord Colony joined ACR in 2014 and is not included
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Feral Colony Caretaking and
Trap Neuter/spay and Return
Annex Cat Rescue has been managing feral colonies
for over 10 years and continues to grow our network
of Feral Colony Caretakers. These volunteers regularly
feed and monitor several cat colonies across the city of
Toronto. The Colony Caretaker Teams care for the cats,
identify any health problems and arrange veterinary
appointments, when necessary. ACR Feral Colony
Caretakers are dedicated individuals who routinely
provide food and water for the cats in their care.The
average lifespan of a feral cat in an unmanaged colony is
only two to five short years. We have cats in our colonies
that are 16 years and older, and this is thanks to the
dedicated daily care that our volunteers provide.
Through our TNR approach, our volunteers have
stabilized the number of feral cats in most of the
Annex Cat Rescue Annual Highlights 2013

ACR-managed colonies. However, new cats continue to
appear. Some of these newcomers are young kittens,
recently born to feral mothers; others are mature feral
cats who have discovered our feeding stations; also
appearing are semi-feral cats, perhaps kept as mousers
who have escaped from local shops; domestic cats,
perhaps lost or abandoned, are sometimes present as
well. All of these new arrivals find comfort and relief at
ACR feeding stations, some only briefly, while awaiting
placement in foster care, and others for a lifetime. This
past year, ACR Colony Caretakers distributed more than
3,000 kg of dry cat food to more than 70 needy cats,
caring for these cats every day despite heavy snowfall,
torrential rain, violent thunderstorms, oppressive smog,
and unbearable heat.
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Tabby

Photo
credit:
Rondi
Adamson

Bathurst-College
While the original Bathurst-College colony numbered about 11 cats, due to work to manage the
colony over the past seven years, the colony is now down to only two regulars, Tabby and Lilybelle,
the only two cats in the colony for well over a year. Both Tabby and Lilybelle are approximately eight
years old and having weathered the tough, cold winter are both doing well. Even with only two to
greet us, they are near and dear to us. Thank you to everyone who helps make a difference to the
lives of these two lovely kitties.

Lilybelle
Photo
credit:
Rondi
Adamson
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Bloor-Ossington
There are two feeding spots, with two regular cats at the first spot, both of whom have been there for some years. The other
cat, Ossie, is rarely seen but a late night feeder has confirmed several sightings so volunteers continue to feed. The colony also
gets the occasional visiting cat such as the tame stray, dubbed Riley, who was brought into foster care after he appeared on
the route this winter. He is currently recovering from a bladder issue. Thank you to the Feral Feeders who help these cats.

Riley
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Chinatown
The Chinatown colony Feral Feeders continued their
great teamwork throughout the past year. In 2013,
ACR welcomed several new feeders to the Chinatown
team and gave our thanks to several longstanding
feeders who retired from the route. As the years pass,
the feeders find themselves saying their goodbyes to
cats too. This year we lost China Girl, a brown tabby and
white female, who was much loved. In her early to midteens, she was one the elders of the Chinatown ferals.

disappeared during the intense heat of June 2012,
China Girl’s grief was all the assurance we needed
to know that Felicity had truly gone. China Girl never
recovered fully after Felicity’s death, and on a rainy
night in April 2013, one of the feeders who knew and
adored China Girl found her dead in the street. The vet
confirmed that China Girl had died of natural causes.
The Feral Feeders later honoured China Girl’s memory
by holding a ceremony in the lane she inhabited.

China Girl and her cherished companion, Felicity,
were the sole survivors of a once-thriving colony that
numbered, among others, the Black Mother, the Tabby
Mother, Tufts, the Candidate, Caesar and Smudge.
Never friends, the two grew close after all their colony
mates had died of illness or old age. When Felicity

Whereas cats like China Girl are long-term wards of
the Chinatown feeders, others are merely on loan to
us. Hope, so named by the Chinatown Feeder who
eventually adopted her, is a pert black female with a
dash of white in her. Hope was shy of humans and for
years eluded the ACR trappers. When Hope finally was

Charlie
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Hope

spayed, she had already given birth to several litters of kittens — one litter
was as large as four kittens — all of whom have been placed in ACR foster
care. A feeding volunteer who lives right in Chinatown befriended Hope,
earning her trust. The volunteer kindly took Hope in as a foster cat and later
adopted her. Hope is now safe in a forever home with Kiki, a daughter from
an early litter.
Hope’s was not the only Chinatown success story of 2013. For several
years, the feeders had been monitoring a slim gray male called Charlie, with
those who knew him best convinced that he could be socialized. At first no
appropriate foster home was available, but in November 2013, Charlie was
trapped (he had already been neutered several years before) and found
refuge with a foster caregiver experienced with feral cats. Charlie’s entry
into foster care was timely; As a thinner cat living on his own, he would
have struggled through the unusually harsh winter ahead. On the streets,
Charlie was already allowing certain Feeders to stroke him, and he soon
became responsive to his foster mom. He made friends too, with Pickles,
a permanent member of Charlie’s foster home. Soon Charlie was renamed
Charlemagne and his foster mum became his forever mum.

Dell &
Figaro

Cooper

Annex Cat Rescue wants to express our sincere thanks to all the Chinatown
feeders for their perseverance and commitment to the cats throughout
2013. We will fondly remember China Girl and celebrate her long, rich life,
along with the happy endings for Charlemagne (nee Charlie), and Hope and
her abundant kittens. Like China Girl, many of the Chinatown feral cats are
living into the double digits, with Orange Girl, now the eldest cat in the colony,
still thriving at the age of 16 – far beyond the average life expectancy of two
to five years for a feral cat.

China Girl

Photo credit: Rondi Adamson
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Christie-Bloor
The Christie-Bloor Colony was stable in 2013. All known
feral cats on this route have been TNR’d and for the
first time since ACR took over this route, there were no
kittens! We removed only one feeding spot, when the
homeowner decided to take over the care of the cat that
had been feeding there, and moved another spot slightly
on the request of a neighbour. This left us with six
feeding spots and approximately 12 to 14 feral cats in
total. We also see some of the local pet cats on a regular
basis.
The cats in our main colony – Stella, Beauty, Twin, Bibsy
and Jessie – remain healthy and as far as we can see,
happy. In late 2013 they were occasionally joined by a
sixth cat, Olive, whom we suspect may be a pet – as her
appearances are very unpredictable it has been difficult
to ascertain. The other three known feral cats in the
same laneway - Toby, Paris, and Gidget - are seen more
often by local residents than by Feeders, but we receive
the latest news on their status when chatting with local
residents.

Stella

The former local Don Juan, Tiggy (aka Sylvester) is seen
less often at our feeding spots since a neighbour has
taken a shine to him and has been providing most of his
food and lodging.
The majority of residents in our area appear to be
supportive, or at least tolerant, of our efforts. Earlier
in 2013, we assisted a local resident in taking over
the care of a stray cat we had been feeding just south
of Bloor Street. Our other little “colony” has only one
definite resident, Mattie, who is also being fed by a
neighbour. Mattie is occasionally joined by one or two
others, but they are not often seen.
Thanks to all of our dedicated feeders and trappers on
the Christie Route for making the lives of our community
cats so much better and the neighbourhood more
pleasant. This stable colony is an ACR success story!

Beauty

Twin

Bibsy
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DanforthChester
The Colony at Chester/Danforth is very stable, at one
location, supported by a very dedicated long-term group
of Feral Feeders. Two of our cats, Shreddy and Patches,
ended up at a vet clinic with severe eye infections. They
then moved to the Feral Recovery Centre for a month, while
they waited for a foster home. In their foster home, both
are doing extraordinarily well and are adjusting happily to
living indoors, learning their names, seeking out affection,
starting to play, and learning that food comes regularly
and does not have to be eaten so quickly. It’s wonderful to
watch these two develop, and when their foster home says
they are ready, they will be up for adoption, together. Thank
you to everyone who helped transform their lives.
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The Kensington Colony currently has about 15 regular
cats. Fortunately, just about all the cats survived the
bitterly cold winter with the exception of one 12-yearold cat named Cassie (also known as Smushface), who
has not been seen for several months.
With a white face, pink nose and light brownish long
fur (which was often matted into dreadlocks), strikingly
beautiful Cassie had long been a fixture on the
Kensington feeding route. It was always reassuring and
rewarding to see Cassie waiting for her meal under one
of the cars in the parking lot feeding station. She was a
feral cat who truly endeared herself to many of her ACR
Feeders over the years and she is greatly missed.
One of the highlights of feeding on the Kensington
Route continues to be sightings of Princess, a
stunningly beautiful white and orange spotted cat,
who is very vocal with her meows. Eleven new winter
shelters were added along the Kensington route this

Kensington
Princess
past winter. The shelters were placed at two different
spots including the Atkinson Co-op stop and a feeding
station that is home to Lars, Leo, Lenny, Louie and
Logan (known by Feeders as “51”).
The cats at the Atkinson Co-op have a new caretaker
to watch over them these days. Atkinson resident
Stephen McGillis has started caring for cats, “First
to Come”, Stripey, Rocko, Champion and Fluffy Spot,
in his backyard, which is adjacent to the grassy knoll
that has been the traditional feeding location for these
cats. Stephen built a heated shelter complex for the
cats in his backyard this past winter and started to
feed the cats twice a day. ACR feeders have started to
make donations of cat food to aid McGillis. The cats
are much safer now that they have a 24-hour a day
human guardian and a homebase.
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It was a busy year for trapping, spaying, and
neutering. Starting last June, ACR canvassed the
Atkinson Co-op (which overlaps with the Kensington
Route) and determined there were a significant
number of unaltered cats in the area. Through its
outreach efforts, ACR spayed and neutered 90 cats,
which will go a long way to reducing the numbers
of strays and ferals along the feeding route and
stabilizing the population. Through the summer and
fall Champion, Rocky/Rocko, Daisy Doolittle and
Louie were trapped. Two white cats were also trapped
at one of the feeding spots on Augusta.
In the summer of 2013, the route had a bittersweet
experience with one rescue when ACR was called
by some Kensington residents who noticed a sick
cat in an alleyway. “Jackie” was trapped with the
resident’s cooperation and brought to the vet. Jackie
had a range of health issues - her teeth needed
extractions and she was suffering from a severe ear
infection. Sadly, she also had glandular cancer that
had spread. Despite Jackie’s time on the street and
her health issues, she was full of affection and had
zest for life. An ACR volunteer fostered Jackie and
she lived out her last days in a loving, comfortable
environment rather than in the alley.
Annex Cat Rescue would like to express a huge
thank you to the Feral Feeders who make sure the
Kensington cats are fed 365 days a year, through all
kinds of inclement weather.

Jackie
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Richmond
The Richmond Colony is a new addition for ACR this
year, although it has been in existence for many years
supported by the hard work of volunteer Judy and her
husband Peter. Many of the cats had been through a
TNR program that was financially supported by Project
Pet Rescue. When ACR stepped in to help the colony,
there were approximately 10 black cats.

Elsie

The colony has seen the addition of many dedicated
Feral Feeders through the year who have kept the
cats of the colony well provisioned with tasty kibble.
Feeders typically only see one or two of the bravest
cats when they visit, and the population has stayed
stable with a few notable exceptions. Two adults found
loving foster homes: Elsie, who was adopted into her
forever home this May, and three-legged Joe, who is
awaiting his forever home in Kingston.
Mama, a black cat with distinctive white markings
on her belly, gave birth to four kittens before she was
spayed. All of her kittens were successfully adopted
into forever homes. Sadly, Mama did not survive this
year’s particularly harsh winter.
Many thanks to Judy and Peter for their continued
support of this colony and to the new Feeders that
have helped it continue to thrive.
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South Riverdale
All seems to be well for South Riverdale Colony, who
thankfully find themselves on a mainly cat-friendly
street, so they are well-fed and cared for bunch.
Unfortunately, the colony experienced a small setback
this year when some tom cats showed up to sire litters
among the last two unaltered females. Now that these
kittens have grown into young adults, volunteers are
feeling the pressure to successfully TNR them.

Currently, there are about twelve cats living in the
colony - seven who have been successfully altered and
six who still need to be TNR’d. This is in addition to the
odd Tom who wanders into the group.
Thank you to the volunteers who provide care for the
cats and work to help stabilize the South Riverdale
Colony.

Hallway Cats
When nine stray cats were abandoned by her neighbour due to an eviction, Cynthia van Leeuwan knew she had
to do something to help them. “The man who lived upstairs was trying to rescue cats, but he had no idea how to
do this properly,” said van Leeuwan.
She got to work building shelters on her porch with plastic bins,
straw and styrofoam. When the weather really got cold, she
moved her “cat tent city” into her hallway, and called ACR to
get help. Now, all nine cats have been placed into foster or
forever homes with their hallway days behind them.
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Co-op Cats Spay-Neuter
Campaign
In late 2012, ACR received a grant from the Build-a-Bear
Bear Hugs Foundation to put towards our TrapNeuter-Return (TNR) activities. At the beginning of
2013, with our managed colonies in good condition, we
decided to address a problem that Kensington Colony
Feral Feeders noticed. In addition to the many feral
cats ACR cares for, many possibly owned but intact cats
roamed freely in and around a housing complex called
the Atkinson Co-op. This former Toronto community
housing project stretches from Queen to Dundas Streets,
and from Spadina to Augusta/Denison Avenues. At least
some of these intact cats were adding to the population
of homeless cats in the area.
Since the housing in the Atkinson Co-op is “rent geared
to income,” many of the residents have low incomes, are
newcomers to Canada, and/or lack transportation. As
a result, it can be difficult for them to access veterinary
services. In addition, the Co-op was subject to a
revitalization plan to begin in late 2013, which involved
the demolition of its southern half and relocation of
residents. Thus it was also a good time to help the
community and the cats in this area, as some of the
cats could be displaced or abandoned as demolition
progresses. We approached the Co-op’s Board, who
approved of the idea.
The campaign began at the end of June and was
planned to run until September, with a clinic every two
weeks. Not knowing how many cats we might be able
to help, we set our initial goal at 50 spay/neuters.
Cats were spayed or neutered, vaccinated, treated for
parasites and microchipped at the Toronto Humane
Society’s low cost spay/neuter clinic. ACR volunteers
picked up the cats from the Co-op and returned them
after surgery.

care, exploring options with
community organizations for
owners who could not access
other types of veterinary
care or who could benefit from
donations of cat food, and helping
three residents who had more cats
than they felt they could manage arrange for surrenders
to the Toronto Humane Society. All of those cats were
later adopted.
The Co-op Cats Committee would like to thank our
partners in success, including the Build-a-Bear Bear
Hugs Foundation, the Toronto Humane Society, all of
the ACR volunteers who donated their time to help
design and distribute promotional materials, canvass
residents, lend carriers, and drive to and from the clinic,
Toronto Street Cats for providing advice based on their
own successful campaign in Regent Park, and the many
residents of the Co-op and area who helped spread the
word about the campaign and welcomed us warmly.
Thank you!
Marianne Premuzic,
Joanna Reading,
Jennifer Modica,
Kathy McDonald
and Liz Cabral
Co-op Cats Committee

Early on, we were concerned that we might not reach
our goal of 50, but soon the word spread, and we were
contacted by more and more residents in the CoATKINSON CO-OP
op area. We ended up extending our campaign
into October to accommodate kittens that were
too young to have surgery in the summer, and
all together 90 cats were spayed or neutered
through this campaign!
PRESS_Annex TNR poster.pdf 1 10/06/2013 7:37:12 AM

During the campaign, ACR also helped residents
by advising on cat behaviour and general
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Help us help your cat(s)!
We are spaying and neutering cats in your co-op for free because we love cats and we
know that these services can be costly. You can help us make your neighbourhood a safer,
healthier place for your cat(s) and fellow residents.

Benefits of spaying/neutering
• Your cat will stop urine spraying and making loud,
annoying mating noises.

Your cat(s) will also receive a free vet
exam, vaccines, deworming and flea
treatment. All cats will have a small tip
removed from the end of their left ear to
identify them as spayed/neutered.
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Events
Annex Cat Rescue’s Events Team consists
of wonderful, enthusiastic volunteers who
organize special events, coordinate ACR’s
participation in events organized by others,
represent ACR at events, and make crafts to
help raise funds at events.
Events provide opportunities to promote ACR
to a diverse audience, educate the public
about feral cats and TNR, raise funds, recruit
new volunteers and supporters, engage
potential adopters, and network with other
animal welfare organizations. Another benefit
of participating in events is the chance to
meet other ACR volunteers and supporters in
person.
In 2013, ACR participated in several events
that are perpetual favourites such as
PawsWay events, the Canadian National
Exhibition Cat Show, the Vegetarian Food
Festival, and the Artisan’s Gift Fair at the
Tranzac Club. To broaden our reach, ACR also
participated in other events, including the
Toronto Indie Arts Market at the Gladstone
and the Zoomer Show. We are always looking
for new opportunities to represent ACR in
public. In addition, ACR event volunteers
helped to plan the Volunteer Appreciation
Party in May and the Annual General Meeting
in June and assisted supporters with one-off
fundraisers such as a photo exhibit/bake
sale in July.
Annex Cat Rescue is a founding member
of the Toronto Feral Cat TNR Coalition, so
we also participate in Coalition events.
Our volunteers represented both ACR and
the Coalition at Feral Cat Awareness Day
in October at Nathan Phillips Square, and
helped raise funds just before Christmas by
wrapping gifts at a mall with other Coalition
members.
Events require a tremendous amount of
planning and coordination with other areas of
ACR and other organizations. Many thanks to
our hard-working team and to the many other
ACR volunteers who helped to make 2013 a
great success!
Jasmijn Decuyper
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Purrrfect Gifts

Just in time for the holidays, ACR introduced the
Purrrfect Gifts program, to give our supporters a way to
commemorate holidays, birthdays, and other special
occasions with a gift of life-saving help for homeless
cats.
Four gift packages were created, ranging in price from
$35 to support our purchase of winter shelters to keep
cats warm and safe through the bitterly cold weather, to
$150 to sponsor the rescue of a formerly homeless cat,
including spay/neuter surgery, vaccines, flea treatment,
microchipping, and foster care until they find their
forever home.

Each gift comes with the option to send the recipient an
e-card or have ACR mail a beautiful card featuring one of
our rescued cats and their story, along with a certificate
describing the gift. The Purrrfect Gifts program has
been a huge success. In just three weeks, our wonderful
supporters gave almost 25 Purrrfect Gifts, raising over
$2,000 for ACR.
We will continue to build on the Purrrfect Gifts program
in 2014, including adding formal wedding registry and
wedding favour options. Don’t forget that Purrrfect Gifts
are available year-round for all occasions.
Visit http://annexcatrescue.ca/purrrfect-gifts/

Given that volunteers are a the heart of our success at
ACR, we also created an option to give a Gift of Time,
rather than money.
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A Community of Volunteers
Meet Our Volunteers

Annex Cat Rescue has over 300 active volunteers. The Board of ACR would like to thank all of our volunteers for their
ongoing hard work and dedication. As a 100% volunteer organization, volunteers are ACR’s greatest asset. As ACR
continues to expand, volunteers are continually needed. Please consider sharing your time and talents with us. Here
are a few facts about ACR’s volunteers:

Breakdown of our active volunteer database
(i.e. what % of our volunteers are doing what):
Co�r��nat�r�
6%
C�m���ica�i�n�
7%
Fos����n�
35%

Tr�p��n�/
�r�n�p�rta�i��
7%

O����
8%

E��nt�/ �r�ft�
18%

F�r�� F�e��n�
19%

Number of new volunteer applications, by year:
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2008

2009

2010
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Where our active volunteers are located (mapped by postal code):
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Here are a few of the ways that you can help ACR. To become a volunteer, or learn
more about these opportunities, email us at volunteer@annexcatrescue.ca.

Foster Home Volunteers

Since ACR does not have a shelter, we use a network of foster homes to nurture, socialize,
provide companionship, love, respect and temporary shelter for our kittens and cats on their
journey to finding forever homes. ACR pays all medical expenses. Our foster parents pay
for the food and other basic necessities, for which they can receive charitable donation tax
receipts. Foster homes must also be comfortable with having potential adopters visit their
cats, at a mutually convenient time.

Trap-Neuter/Spay-Return Volunteers

Annex Cat Rescue needs volunteers to help in our Trap-Neuter/Spay-Return (TNR)
program. Volunteers set traps, transport cats (in traps) to and from vets and
recovery homes, and back to their colonies. This position is particularly ideal for
volunteers who live in the downtown/west area of Toronto where our colonies are
located. Our experienced volunteers provide training in baiting and setting traps,
transporting feral cats, gaining the cooperation of neighbours, along with all other
essentials of trapping.

Recovery Home Volunteers

Annex Cat Rescue needs recovery home volunteers for feral cats as part of our
TNR program. The cats need to recover from their spay/neuter surgery in a cage
in a small clean quiet secure room with a door, as the cats will need a calm
environment for their post-surgical recovery. The commitment is no more than
twenty to thirty minutes a day, with the length of stay usually between three to
seven days.

Feral Feeding Volunteers

Annex Cat Rescue often needs help to feed feral cats on several routes within
the city. A car is not necessary for this position. If you have not helped with feral
feeding before, please see the Feral Feeding Q&A’s on our website to see if you
think this position is right for you.

Copywriters

Help share the good news about ACR and our work to save cats. Copywriters
contribute stories regularly for our online blog, newsletter and for other
communications, as they come up. As new opportunities arise, an email is sent to
our roster of copywriters and everyone is invited to volunteer to write the stories
that interest them the most. There’s usually some research involved with each
article - such as interviewing one or two people to get a first person account of
the story before you write it up, edit, and submit it by the deadline.
Annex Cat Rescue Annual Highlights 2013
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Transportation Volunteers

Do you have a vehicle and a couple of hours you can sometimes spare? ACR is
always looking for volunteers with their own vehicle to help transport supplies
to special events, collect and distribute donated food, pick up and drop off
cats at veterinary clinics. This position does not require a set amount of time,
but as your schedule allows. If you have a vehicle, please consider becoming a
transportation volunteer.

Adoption Screening Volunteers

Our adoption screeners retrieve messages from potential adopters from our
phone line or email, then conduct phone interviews to screen out unsuitable
callers as well as to match up successful candidates with possible adoptees for
a home visit. Typically, this involves a weekly three to four hour commitment, and
screeners must have access to a phone and the Internet.

Storage Space/Inventory Volunteer

Do you have some extra storage space in your home? ACR needs centrally located
volunteers who are comfortable with regular pick-ups and drop-offs to store items
such as cat carriers, cages and litter boxes. Maintaining and sharing an up-to-date
inventory is an important part of this role, as well as occasionally coordinating the
distribution of donated cat food.

Special Event Volunteers

Each year ACR participates in a number of special events such as street festivals
and craft shows, in order to educate people about the plight of homeless cats
in the Toronto area, to find homes for those who are adoptable, to offer our own
crafts and collect donations in order to pay our expenses. We’re always in search
of positive, friendly people to act as ACR Ambassadors at our tables in shifts of
about two or three hours. This is a great way to get to know fellow volunteers,
helps cats by getting the word out about our work, and encouraging new
volunteers and supporters to join us in our efforts.

Craft Making for Fundraising

Creative people are needed who would like to make crafts that ACR can offer
at the various events we attend for fundraising purposes. While we are always
in need of crafts for cats such as knitted or crocheted items and catnip toys,
we also like to have a variety of small crafts like jewelry, sewn items, note
cards and handmade bath products available for those looking for something
non-cat related. Anything you are able to provide will assist us in raising money
for the work we do. All the money we raise goes to helping cats.
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Donation Box Monitor

Annex Cat Rescue has ongoing coin boxes and catnip toy donation baskets
in stores and vet offices around the city. A network of ACR volunteers
monitor these locations, which bring in the “bread and butter” income
that ACR needs in order to care for our cats. Depending on the amount
of traffic, these boxes should be emptied anywhere from once a week to
once a month.
Do you, or a friend, own a store or work in retail outlet? Is there a
veterinary clinic or pet shop in your neighbourhood? If so, please consider
arranging to place one of our attractive catnip toy baskets and/or donation
boxes on the counter.

Spread the Word
Have you opened your home to an ACR cat? If so, we would love to connect with you online. We love our
kitties and want to keep in touch. Please “like” the Annex Cat Rescue Facebook page and share photos,
videos, stories and updates from your kitty.
Twitter users can also share updates by using any of the following hashtags: #annexcatrescue
#annexcats #torontocats. Follow @annexcatrescue for up to the minute updates. You can also use
these hashtags on Instagram when sharing photos of your ACR cats, and even post your photos on our
Pinterest boards.
If you aren’t interested or savvy with social media, we would still love to share your photos and updates with our
network. Just email us at communications@annexcatrescue.ca and we’ll take care of the rest.
You can also help promote our work by downloading, printing and posting our posters in your community centres,
libraries and other local bulletin boards. Visit the “Volunteer” section of our website to get started.

Board of Directors

Annex Cat Rescue is managed by a Board of five to seven directors elected each year at our Annual General Meeting
for a term of two years, plus one additional term if they wish.
Current Board:
• Marianne Premuzic, Chair
• Joanna Reading, Vice Chair
• Jacqueline Chan (Sharp), Treasurer
• Jennifer Modica, Secretary
• Kathy McDonald, Member at Large
• Liz Anderson, Member at Large
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Help Cats in Less Than
Five Minutes!
There are lots of ways to support ACR that don’t require a huge time commitment - check out these
super easy ways to help in five minutes or less:

Talk to people!

Chances are, there is someone
in your life who doesn’t know
about ACR. It could be a
co-worker, or even the barista at
your local coffee shop. Talk to
them about what we do! They
may decide to volunteer, or
maybe they know someone who
is looking to adopt a cat.

Share ACR news with
your Facebook friends.

When we post something
interesting or adorably cute on
Facebook, take a second and
share it with your friends!

Don’t forget to mention us,

or link to our website or social
media accounts, when you are
talking about an ACR kitty that you
have adopted or are fostering.

Like us on Facebook

(www.facebook.com/
AnnexCatRescue) and suggest
to friends that they like us too!

Know someone who is
looking to adopt a cat?

Encourage them to check out
adoptable cats on our website:
www.annexcatrescue.ca/adopt

Tweet about us!

And don’t forget to follow us
@annexcatrescue.

Collect donations.

Instead of accepting gifts at
your next birthday
celebration, ask that
donations be made to ACR in
your name.

Have an idea of something else you can do to help?
Check out our website and if we haven’t thought of
the idea, let us know!
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2013 Financial Summary
Revenues
Adoption Fees
Donations
Fundraising
Interest
Membership Dues
Coin Boxes
Other Income
Revenue total
Operating Expenses
Accounting Expense
Advertising Expense
Bank Charges
Charitable Transfer
Fundraising Expense
Miscellaneous
Supplies
Administration
Transportation Expense
Veterinary Services
Expense total
Surplus (Deficit) for the period
Opening Surplus (Deficit)
Ending Surplus (Deficit)
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Year Ended

Year Ended

December 31, 2013

December 31, 2012

21,395
71,360
6,515
243
230
7,499
6,000
113,242

33,335
67,602
8,004
821
330
8,158
118,250

112
701
24
1,200
3,054
3,526
20,668
796
273
38,511
68,865

112
473
39
150
3,251
3,382
18,270
771
10
51,980
78,438

44,377
113,778
158,155

39,812
73,966
113,778
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